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A seemingly impenetrable barrier stands before you. You approach, and with a 
simple wave of your hand, the door unlocks. Access is granted and you go about 
your daily routine. 

In the blink of an eye, a seemingly straightforward process to unlock a door, lift 
a gate or spin a turnstile has triggered a series of events to authenticate, verify, 
report and allow entrance into a secured area, while providing vital information 
to those responsible for its physical security. 

This is the power of access control. This is the power of Intelli-M.



Replace the Keys. Get the Info.
Access control in general, and Intelli-M in particular, is the ideal method for 
deploying a cost-effective and specifi c solution to maintain the security of your 
property. Because Intelli-M is an IP-based access control product, the result is an
intelligent, fl exible and scalable solution for access control and alarm monitoring.

Among the fi rst to take advantage of PoE technology, Intelli-M’s eIDC Ethernet-
enabled integrated door controller plugs into any existing Ethernet network using
CAT 5e/6 cable. The result is the ability to run power and data on a single cable,
eliminating the need for a local power supply. Coupled with its compact size, 
Intelli-M is the answer for more effi cient and cost-effective installations with 
reduced capitol expenditures. Ideal for those installations that require a solution
for anywhere from one to 32 doors or access points, Intelli-M answers the Who, 
When and Where of facility management.

The Who
Intelli-M supports a local database of 1,500 cardholders when used in either a 
stand-alone Web server mode or in conjunction with Supervisor Plus software.

The When
Programmable with a multitude of variables and scenarios, Intelli-M enables
security personnel to not only access information regarding when secure access 
points were triggered, but specifi c settings based on date, time, holidays, etc. can
be programmed to regulate who has access and when.

The Where
And because Intelli-M is based on a distributed architecture, all of the intelligence 
for access is at the controller not at the head end. Such operation independent of 
the host ensures that programming for specifi c access points is not lost in case of a
communication failure. Moreover, all the intelligence is stored in the controller via 
non-volatile Flash memory, ensuring its stability.

Supervisor Plus
For those installations that require the use of two or more controllers, Supervisor 
Plus is a scalable, full-featured security management solution. Easy-to-use, yet
incredibly powerful, this software interface enables the integration of access
control, intrusion detection, photo badging, digital video and more.

Access The Power of Pelco
While access control is not new, the legendary service and support that Pelco
brings undoubtedly is. By combining a pure IP access control solution with the 
unprecedented support that only Pelco can deliver, the business opportunities are 
in front of you as never before. 
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The Power of IP

Product Features
• PoE carries both data and power for the   

controller. An optional power connector,   

the Intelli-M PCON, can power all peripheral   

door hardware up to 1A on a CAT 5e/6 cable

• Small form factor makes installation in tight   

spaces easy

• Supports a local database of 1,500 card   

holders and 16,000 local events

• Alarm monitoring for normally open, normally   

closed, supervised and non-supervised alarms

• Embedded Web server

• Peer-to-peer connections keep communication

 fl owing even if a server connection is interrupted

• 100% distributed intelligence
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